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SO EASY A CAVEMAN CAN DO IT

CAST:      Grok
Zorg
Cavegirl

PROPS:  Horn hats, shovel, cardboard wheel, cell phone, caveman costumes

(Two cavemen work together.  Zorg is digging a hole; Grok is wearing down a round rock.)

GROK:  What you doing?

ZORG:  Me dig hole for trap.

GROK:  What you want to catch?  Dinosaur?

ZORG:  No.  Me catch girl for prom.  What you making?

GROK:  Call it “wheel.”  Hand me rock.

(Zorg tosses one to him)

GROK:  No, that regular rock.  Need Phillips.

(Zorg tosses another rock to him)

GROK:  Me finish wheel.  (Pause.  Grok holds up stone wheel)

ZORG:  What you do with it?

GROK:  Me ride it.  It make moving easy.

ZORG:  Sound dangerous.  Could hurt someone.  You get sued.

GROK:  You right.  Need insurance.

ZORG:  Me recommend Geico.

GROK:  How me find them?

ZORG:  Use this.  (Pulls out cell phone and hands it to Grok.  We hear dial tone and sound of him 
dialing)

GROK:  Me want to insure wheel.  (pause)  What?  It not Ford or Chevy, just wheel.  (pause)  Huh?
(pause) What is premium?  (pause)  Okay.  Goodbye.  (hangs up)  Geico say me go to their office.  
Where office?

ZORG:  Me not know.  Google Maps not invented yet.

CAVE GIRL (from off screen):  Me know where office.




